Setting the Stage

This book is about the two most fundamental questions underlying current debate about suicide, assisted suicide, and requested euthanasia in medical contexts. Those questions are whether choosing to die rather than endure hopeless torment can be rational, and, if so, whether it is morally permissible. Only if choosing to die is rational and morally permissible can we go on to consider whether provision of assistance in suicide or of euthanasia should be legalized and allowed by codes of medical ethics.

The questions are hugely complex and cannot be asked without provision of criterial contexts within which they can be answered. If it is rational to choose to die, it is so within philosophical or conceptual parameters. If it is morally permissible to choose to die, it is so within either universal or culturally determined parameters. Moreover, because most cases of choosing to die occur in institutions like hospitals and hospices, institutional cultures – the policies, priorities, and practices of the relevant institutions – need to be considered in establishing the latter parameters.

My original concern with choosing to die or what I call elective death was purely philosophical: I focused on whether choosing to die can be rational; that is, whether it can accord with reason and be judged to be for the best. At the time I felt that if my work was applicable in actual dealings with individuals prepared to die rather than face personal and physical devastation, that was all to the good, but that was not my main concern. Further work and especially growing familiarity
with medical ethics made me realize that I had to give a much higher priority to the applicability of my criteria for rational suicide to the cases medical ethicists and clinicians deal with in practice. Though the rationality of choosing to die remains fundamental, I now see that it is insufficient just to establish it. Criteria for rational elective termination of life must be practically applicable. My aim in this book is to provide medical ethicists both with practically applicable criteria for rational and so possibly morally permissible elective death, and with clarification of the grounds of those criteria.

“Rationality” is defined by the *Oxford Companion to Philosophy* as that “feature of cognitive agents that they exhibit when they adopt beliefs on the basis of appropriate reasons.”¹ This definition captures that to be rational is to rely on sound reasoning and evidence in adopting beliefs and drawing conclusions. The definition, however, is incomplete because it focuses on the cognitive and is silent on the practical. The *Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy* defines rationality as “a normative concept … that, for any action, belief, or desire, if it is rational we ought to choose it.”² The two definitions complement one another, and they jointly capture what is central to assessing choosing to die as rational, which is that the decision to end life is based on sound reasoning, and that the act of ending life is for the best. This is the sense of “rational” that I have used elsewhere in discussing choosing to die and that I mean in everything that follows.

The question whether it is rational to choose to die is prior to those more commonly asked about whether electing to give up life for avoidance of or relief from great suffering is morally permissible, and whether assistance in doing so should be allowed. If it is not rational to choose to die, then elective death cannot be permissible by any other standard. Only if it is first rational to choose to die do questions legitimately arise about whether it can be morally permissible and

might properly be assisted. The priority of the rationality of choosing to die is bedrock to my claims and arguments.

I have argued elsewhere that choosing to die can be rational. Here I recapitulate my arguments and the resulting criteria in order to address the more familiar, and often more pressing, question whether choosing to die may be morally permissible. Doing so requires consideration of a number of issues I was earlier able to avoid, chief among them being issues about how cultural values figure in reasoning about elective death. What mainly prompted me to address the separate question of moral permissibility is the historically recent social development of widespread concern with respecting diverse cultural values in assessment of most acts and practices, including elective death.

The result of needing to deal with questions about the role of diverse cultural values in assessing decisions and their enactment is that consideration of elective death cannot remain at the abstract philosophical level of thought about the pure rationality of choosing to die. The issue of moral permissibility must be addressed. However, that issue can no longer be addressed while presupposing a universal morality. It is now necessary to factor in cultural diversity.

The way I go about determining the rationality and moral permissibility of elective death is by employing what one reviewer of this project called “reflective equilibrium.” This involves venturing criteria, testing them against intuitions and critiques, and revising the criteria to achieve a final version. I employ reflective equilibrium in this and the next two chapters and again in applying the resulting criteria in later chapters. The object of the exercise is to deal as productively as possible with the complexity of the questions about the rationality and moral permissibility of choosing to die. Venturing and revising criteria shed light on the different aspects of
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the basic question about rationality and on application of the criteria. I proceed, then, by first applying reflective equilibrium to my own development of criteria for rational elective death, and then segueing into consideration of establishing when elective death is morally permissible. In this way, the basic conceptual issues that concern elective death are illustrated, and I can then consider the more practical issues that concern how cultural values bear on abandoning life rather than enduring the pointless torment of some terminal illnesses.

It merits mention that I realize much of what I recommend in this book is already practiced by many medical ethicists. However, as indicated in the Preface, the point of what follows is to articulate and clarify the theoretical basis of what should be and often is done. There also is the need to provide instruction on the underpinnings of present practices for those new to medical ethics generally, or to the issue of elective death in particular.

* * *

In 1990, when I published The Last Choice, my first book on suicide, choosing to die to escape intolerable terminal conditions was beginning to be accepted by medical professionals and in some cases by the public. I agreed with Margaret Battin’s comment on the book’s dust jacket that suicide would “replace abortion as the social issue” of the 1990s. However, choosing to die in anticipation of intolerable terminal conditions was still perceived as unacceptable and likely pathological. Contrary to that view, I believed that preemptive or anticipatory suicide is a rational option to avoid the personal and intellectual diminishment and eventual devastation that terminal conditions like Alzheimer’s disease and ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or Lou Gehrig’s disease) inflict on those who contract them. I devised criteria for rational preemptive suicide done for medical reasons, and while I thought their provision might be a little ahead of time, I was confident they would soon be acknowledged as important and useful.

Not many agreed with me. Even so ardent a supporter of the right to die as Derek Humphry did not endorse preemptive suicide. Humphry, who at the time was head of the Hemlock Society, made it
clear in his review of *The Last Choice* that his concern was limited to affording terminally ill people the opportunity to end lives that were already irredeemably ruined and increasingly unendurable.⁴ His widely read and debated *Final Exit* exemplified that concern, being a manual devoted to the curtailment of the slow and agonizing process of dying from terminal illness.⁵

As matters worked out over the next eight years, Battin was proven right; suicide did become a major social issue and Humphry’s endorsement of suicide as release from pointless suffering came to be shared by many, including legislators in Oregon and Australia. Professional and public debate focused on *surcease* suicide, or on choosing to die to escape present, intolerable circumstances, and especially on *assisted* surcease suicide in medical contexts. The reason for the latter focus is the problematic involvement of others, especially physicians, in the enactment of decisions to die rather than face terrible medical situations. In 1998 I published an extensively revised second edition of *The Last Choice*.⁶ By that time both professionals and laypeople were more familiar with the complex issues of assisted suicide and so-called active and passive euthanasia, and I thought the time had come for preemptive suicide to be taken seriously.

That did not happen, and it took me some time to understand what should have been obvious from the start, which is that preemptive suicide simply is not a social issue – at least in small numbers. Preemptive suicide really is the concern of the individual and perhaps family and close friends. Professional involvement in preemptive suicide, where there is any, is largely limited to a physician, psychologist, or psychiatrist consulted about the likelihood that a terminal illness will develop and perhaps about the would-be suicidist’s competence to make a life-and-death decision. Preemptive suicide is mainly the suicidist’s own business, and so neither a social nor professional concern on the order of surcease and assisted surcease suicide considered and committed while under medical care.

Central to its low professional and public profile is that preemptive suicide does not pose questions about professional and legal conflicts, and consequently draws little media attention and is rarely publicly debated. Contrary to this, surcease and especially assisted surcease suicide pose serious professional predicaments and readily capture media and public attention: witness the extensive coverage given to cases like that of Sue Rodriguez. What most captures media and public attention is that these cases involve individuals who choose to die to avoid surviving in intolerable circumstances, but who for various reasons are physically unable to take their own lives and must rely on the cooperation of their physicians or other caretakers to help them die. These cases, then, essentially are about the conflict between compassion and respect for professional ethics and the law; they are about physicians’ conflicts between doing the best they can for patients who are in hopeless situations and having to adhere to legal and ethical requirements.

My concern with preemptive suicide as a rational way of avoiding insupportable personal destruction has not changed. I still see it as a rational and advisable way of avoiding survival as a tormented and much lessened shadow of oneself. However, I came to appreciate that surcease suicide, assisted surcease suicide, and requested euthanasia definitely constitute the social issue meriting primary attention. In 1999 and 2000 I published work on assisted suicide, and that has been the focus of my thinking and research for the last several years. I still think that consideration of the rationality of preemptive suicide is fundamental to better understanding of the rationality and moral permissibility of surcease and assisted surcease suicide and of requested euthanasia. The reason is that contemplation of preemptive suicide is conducted in the best possible circumstances: that is, when the potential suicidist is not yet affected by the pressures and
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uncertainties that inevitably accompany any terminal illness dire enough to prompt thoughts of self-destruction. I believe that keeping in mind how preemptive suicide can be a rational option for someone can help clarify much about elective death that becomes murky with the introduction of a pressing need for release from a punishing condition. Nonetheless, I recognize that surcease suicide, assisted surcease suicide, and requested euthanasia pose the pressing questions.

This new book, then, differs from my earlier ones in terms of focus. But it also differs from earlier ones in other important ways. A second way it differs is that it is written from a perspective reshaped by what I have learned and thought about since publication of *The Last Choice*. Thirdly, the book is written in light of the sea change in health-care professionals’ and the public’s attitude toward suicide in terminal illness. Briefly put, in the past ten years there has been remarkably quick growth of acceptance of elective death in hopeless medical situations. This growth of acceptance is surprisingly due less to greater willingness to allow avoidance of pointless suffering than to the placing of a higher value on the preservation of personal autonomy and dignity. Perhaps as a legacy of the 1960s, or simply as a result of maturing values, more and more people have come to appreciate the critical difference between living and merely surviving. The idea of preserving life at all costs has waned in importance, and there has been growing recognition that life is not of ultimate and unquestionable value. Given this appreciation, someone’s choosing to die rather than bear great suffering is now seen as wise and heroic, when not long ago it was seen as cowardly and immoral, if not pathological.

A fourth, and perhaps the most noteworthy, way this book differs from my earlier efforts is in its consideration of the impact of contemporary *multiculturalism* on the moral, social, and practical permissibility of elective death. At base, multiculturalism is equitable recognition of diversity of belief and value systems and the imperative to respect and accommodate those differences in the assessment of individual acts and of practices. It is no longer possible, then, to discuss whether suicide, assisted suicide, or requested euthanasia is permissible without taking into account how assessment standards applied in particular cases of elective death are affected, if not determined, by different cultural values.
It is important to appreciate at the outset that my concern with multiculturalism is not political; it does not focus on the rights of indigenous or immigrant minorities, as does so much present-day discussion of and legislation regarding cultural diversity. Generic or specific group-directed recognition or protection of ethnic, religious, or linguistic minority rights is not what is at issue here. What is at issue is that individuals reared and enculturated in diverse cultures have diverse cultural values, and those values influence their perceptions and decisions regarding elective death – just as cultural values influence whether a promiscuous young woman is seen and treated as someone needing counseling and support or as defiled and unmarriageable.

Most important to understanding the role of diverse cultural values in deliberation and assessment of choosing to die is that the multicultural imperative to respect the diversity of cultural values is abandonment of construal of assessment standards as universal, as cross-cultural, and so by intent or by default relativization of standards to culture. In Chapter 5 I consider more carefully how multiculturalism is relativistic; here it suffices to say that preparedness to respect diverse cultural values, and all that entails regarding culture-defining beliefs and doctrines, requires that other cultures’ basic beliefs not be merely tolerated as current in those various cultures. Those beliefs must be accepted as legitimately held in their respective cultures; that means they cannot be critically compared to beliefs held in other cultures. Multiculturalism precludes judgmental assessment of a given culture’s core beliefs from the perspective of another culture. Multiculturalism is inherently relativistic: every culture’s defining beliefs are as good as any other culture’s defining beliefs.

This relativization poses both a philosophical issue and a practical one. The philosophical issue has to do with the acceptability and scope of the entailed relativism; the practical issue has to do with the inevitable disagreements due to different cultural beliefs and values that arise in assessment of the choice to die. In the chapters that follow it will be necessary to consider both issues to the extent that they affect judgments about the rationality of choosing to die.

It is also important to appreciate that how multiculturalism is considered and treated in what follows has little to do with established, particular, cultural suicidal practices, such as seppuku or
What concerns us is the role of cultural values in deliberating and assessing the rationality of choosing to die to avoid the devastation of terminal illness, not specific cultural practices having to do with forfeiture of life to avoid dishonor or demeaning capture, or in the interests of political protest. Most identifiable and fairly cohesive cultures have established notions of suicide, notions often bound up with codes of honor or ritualized practices. But self-inflicted death for honor’s sake, as manifestation of loyalty, as fulfillment of obligation, as sacrifice for a greater good, and even as the only avenue open to lovers from incompatible families or castes is not relevant here except to the extent that these practices manifest a culture’s general attitude toward elective death.

The first point to note, and one to which I return in Chapters 4 and 5, is that cultural attitudes toward elective death are often based on religious doctrinal beliefs. To the extent that generalizations of this sort are viable, it can be said that in Chinese culture, for instance, attitudes toward elective death are mainly a function of Buddhist and Confucian beliefs. Indian culture’s attitudes toward elective death are mainly a function of beliefs rooted in Buddhism, Hinduism, and Sikhism. Islam determines attitudes toward elective death in cultures as different as those of Saudi Arabia and Indonesia. European, North American, and Latin American attitudes toward elective death are determined by Christianity, with perhaps the most negative being those grounded in Catholicism. In these latter belief systems, life is a gift from God and not one’s own to dispose of. Christianity, like other religions, venerates its martyrs, but martyrdom, however deliberately entered into, is still not self-inflicted death. The notable exception in European culture is, of course, the Netherlands, which has pioneered – if that is the appropriate term – elective death for medical reasons.

In any case, our concern is not with cultural specifics or, for that matter, with whether attitudes toward elective death are religious or secular in origin. Our concern in what follows is not with cultural particulars but with the differences that diverse cultural values produce in judgments about the acceptability of elective death. These judgmental differences pose a complication with respect to end-of-life issues in that they are products of the application of varying standards to the assessment of both policy and particular decisions about elective death. But the application of varying standards is now inescapable.
Clearly cultures do differ with respect to the acceptability of choosing to die, and assessment of terminally ill patients’ choices to die now requires respect for the different cultural values held by those patients, their families, those caring for them, and those assessing the acceptability of their choices.

There are still those who see multiculturalism as a passing phenomenon, but there are many others who see recognition of and respect for different cultural perspectives as established and unavoidable in assessment of whether any act or practice is or is not permissible. In any case, as I consider in Chapter 6, the political reality of multiculturalism in Europe and North America is now a given and not soon to change. If only for the latter reason, it now would be intellectually disingenuous to discuss the moral, social, legal, medical, and practical permissibility of elective death in terms of criteria grounded on principles assumed to be cross-cultural in conception and application.

Lastly, the fifth factor that helped to shape this book is my recognition of a persistent problem plaguing public debate about elective death in medical contexts. The problem is the common running together of assisted suicide and voluntary euthanasia as simply “assisted suicide.” This is a misuse of the concept of assisted suicide, a misuse that fosters confusion about the differences between genuine assisted suicide, on the one hand, and requested, voluntary, and passive or even involuntary euthanasia. The main reason for running these forms of elective death together is that the media and, sadly, the public have little patience with distinctions between assistance in suicide and various forms of euthanasia where the patient is not the primary agent in effecting death. If a physician or other clinician is involved in a patient’s death, “assisted suicide” is almost invariably the label used to describe the case, regardless of the actual nature of the action taken.

Another and somewhat darker reason for running together forms of elective death where the terminal patient or the physician is the primary agent as “assisted suicide” is that it usefully obscures just whose decision it is to end a life, thus allowing courses of action that physicians may follow in dealing with hopeless cases. These courses of action run the gamut from clear cases of euthanasia to cases that defy classification. The most common and perhaps least classifiable is